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Introduction: 

As the world moves into the cyber century, new laws and regulations must be established in order to 

protect the sensitivity that is data and digital security, not only on an organizational level but also personally 

and communally. The topic of digital security is crucial as it affects the lives of individuals, groups of 

individuals, firms and many more on a near daily occurrence. The internet is of most difficulty to control as it 

expands and evolves on a constant level and with an average of half a million new users each day1, it is of 

utmost importance that it is treated and regulated.  

 

Definition of Key Terms: 

 

Personal data: 

“Personal data is any information that relates to an identified or identifiable living individual. Different 

pieces of information, which collected together can lead to the identification of a particular person, also 

constitute personal data.”2 

 

Personal digital security:  

“Personal digital security is an all-encompassing term which includes the tools you can use to secure your 

identity, assets and technology in the online and mobile world. These tools you can use to protect your identity 

include anti-virus software, web services, biometrics and secure personal devices you carry with you 

everyday”3 

 

 

 
1 Roser, Max, et al. “Internet.” Our World in Data. 14 July 2015. Accessed 10 Jan. 2020.  https://ourworldindata.org/internet. 

2 “What Is Personal Data?” European Commission - European Commission. 27 Nov. 2019. Accessed 10 Jan.  2020. 

http://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-topic/data-protection/reform/what-personal-data_en. 

3 “What Is Digital Security?” Just Ask Gemalto EN. 5 Oct. 2017. Accessed 10 Jan. 2020.    

https://www.justaskgemalto.com/en/what-is-digital-security/. 

 

https://ourworldindata.org/internet
http://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-topic/data-protection/reform/what-personal-data_en
https://www.justaskgemalto.com/en/what-is-digital-security/
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Cyber Crime: 

“Cybercrime includes any type of illegal scheme that uses one or more components of the Internet (chat rooms, 

email, message boards, websites, and auctions) to conduct fraudulent transactions or transmit the proceeds of 

fraud to financial institutions or to others connected with the scheme. Cybercrime also applies to generating 

spam emails, downloading viruses or spyware to computer, harassing another through the Internet, child 

pornography, and solicitation of prostitution online. Perhaps the most prominent form of cybercrime is identity 

theft, in which criminals use the Internet to steal personal information from other users.”4 

 

Background Information: 

There has recently been a great focus on the subject of personal digital security, as the world moves to 

digitize itself more.  

The EU recently adopted the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) accepted on the 27th of April 

2016 a renewment of the Data Protection Directive made in 19955, it would come into force on 25th of May 

2018. The introduction is argued to have been greatly required considering the revolutionary changes made to 

technology and the cyber world over the last two decades. It pushed all members of the EU, certain countries 

around the EU, and companies attempting business in the EU, to comply to the GDPR. After the enforcement 

there was a spike interest in the new regulations for countries in Asia among other worldwide countries. 

Concern of the topic became more visible in China amongst politicians and while China still has complications 

in terms of personal data protection there are movements and ideas raised to ensure the protection of their 

citizen’s digital protection. Other countries are conflicted with the GDPR introduction, even some EU 

countries, mostly due to its “strict” nature. The GDPR enforces security for the individual though with every 

win comes a loss, whilst the individual enjoys protection, many firms and countries may struggle especially 

those who rely greatly on the “free floating” information.  

The US has its own regulations with that, the recent decade has seen an increased interest in the topic. 

Many incidents can be found regarding infringement and unlawful acts of personal digital data, one of the 

most prominent however, is the Snowden incident. Edward Snowden who exposed the U.S.’s surveillance of 

phone usage and internet activity. The incident spiked great controversy, some argue that Snowden did what 

 
4 US Legal, Inc. “Cybercrimes Law and Legal Definition.” Cybercrimes Law and Legal Definition | USLegal, Inc. Accessed 10  

Jan. 2020.  http://definitions.uslegal.com/c/cybercrimes/. 

5 “Lex - 31995L0046 - EN.” EUR. OPOCE. Accessed 10 Jan. 2020.       

 https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:31995L0046:en:HTML. 

http://definitions.uslegal.com/c/cybercrimes/
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:31995L0046:en:HTML
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was right, that he exposed the U.S. for its “disregard” for human rights to privacy, something the public wasn't 

supposed to and would never have learned. Snowden now faces charges of espionage. This incident shed much 

light on the concept of human rights to privacy and pushed many world countries to reconsider personal digital 

security including new governmental supervision.  

Though there are several significant reasons personal digital security is necessary, a few of particular 

value regarding personal information be listed, as seen below: 

1. Identity theft, this can also be known as the stealing or usage of an individual’s personal 

information, which may be used in illegal activities, to which said individual may be found 

guilty.  

2. Obtaining personal information to be used in blackmailing.  

3. Exposed cases of authorities building profiles on individuals through their activity and writing 

on third party platforms like social media. Making the individual more likely to be accused of 

crimes, despite possibly being equally innocent to an individual with a different profile.  

4. Employers exploiting their employees due to their insight on the employee’s online user 

activity.  

A more recent scandal can be noted by the events that occurred in the early months of 2018 regarding 

Cambridge Analytica. The collaboration with well-known social media platform, Facebook, allowed 

Cambridge Analytica to create voter profiles on the American political campaigns. This was done illegally 

and sent both Cambridge Analytica and Facebook under pressure off investigation. After which Facebook 

remains but Cambridge Analytica closed its company permanently.   

It should also be made clear that there are several gray areas regarding digital security and the 

protection of personal digital data. On such gray area is the argument of at what point an individual’s personal 

data should be considering personal and thus off limits or not personal and thereby accessible to companies 

and governments. This is often not entirely defined by laws and requiring the companies to navigate through 

with courts and lawyers. The pros of which can be found largely with the individuals as this prevents 

companies from finding any loopholes or exploits which may well go undetected for decades or even centuries. 

The current laws in place provide a solid foundation for personal digital security.  
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Major Countries and Organizations Involved: 

The European Union and the United Kingdom: 

Personal digital security laws are subject to individual countries unless said country is part of ex. 

unions such as the European Union. The EU follows the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), thus 

any country within the EU and certain countries around must still apply the GDPR ever since its debut in 

2016. The United Kingdom moving away from EU still follow the GDPR. A list of GDPR countries consist 

of all those within the EU, countries affected by it are any that do business within the EU. Countries with 

personal digital security focus mostly on maintaining such legislations and avoid any disruptions or 

breakthroughs (infringement), other countries may follow such legislation because they have to, protecting 

their economy, staying afloat politically, or enabling social interactions with other countries.  

The United States: 

Countries outside the EU may be client to their own laws, the U.S. has a bundle of federal and state 

laws specified for digital protection, created by the U.S. and enforced there too.  

China and Asia: 

China also follows its own digital data protection laws, within Asia as a whole, data protection is 

commonly on an individual level, some countries hadn’t implemented digital data protection till last year 

(2018), while others are still missing. Apart from the EU, most continents apply country individual laws and 

acts regarding data protection.  Globally, “as of April 2016, only 108 countries have data protection laws and 

35 have draft laws. Around 60 developing countries have no data protection laws at all”6 and as of 2019 the 

UNCTAD Global Cyberlaw Tracker, of the 198 UNCTAD countries only 58% cyber privacy laws. Most 

countries lacking digital data protection are developing countries and more specifically those within the 

African continent.  

 

 

 
6 Data Protection Frameworks Must Be Compatible with International Data Flows for Developing Countries to Benefit from the Global Digital  

Economy, Accessed 10 Jan. 2020. 

http://unctad.org/en/pages/newsdetails.aspx?OriginalVersionID=1237&Sitemap_x0020_Taxonomy=UNCTAD%2BHome%3B. 

http://unctad.org/en/pages/newsdetails.aspx?OriginalVersionID=1237&Sitemap_x0020_Taxonomy=UNCTAD%2BHome%3B
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Relevant UN Resolutions: 

- 18th of December 2013, by far a key resolution made and adopted by the General Assembly is 

resolution “68/167. The right to privacy in the digital age”7  

- 18th of December 2014, the General Assembly further adopting resolution “69/166. The right to privacy 

in the digital age”8 

- 1st of April 2015, the General Assembly further adopting resolution “28/16. The right to privacy in the 

digital age”9 

- 18th of July 2016, the General Assembly further adopting resolution “32/13. The promotion, protection 

and enjoyment of human rights on the Internet”10 

 

The issue at hand is also significantly addresses article 17 of the ICCPR stating: 

“1. No one shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his privacy, family, home or 

correspondence, nor to unlawful attacks on his honor and reputation. 

2. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks.”11 

Additionally, it should be regarded with article 12 of the UDHR similarly stating: 

 “No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, 

nor to attacks upon his honor and reputation. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such 

interference or attacks”12 

 
7 A/RES/68/167 - E - A/RES/68/167, 1 Jan. 2014. Accessed 10 Jan. 2020.     

 http://undocs.org/A/RES/68/167. 

8 A/RES/69/166 - E - A/RES/69/166, 10 Feb. 2015. Accessed 10 Jan. 2020.      

 http://undocs.org/A/RES/69/166. 

9 A/HRC/RES/28/16 - E - A/HRC/RES/28/16, 1 Apr. 2015. Accessed 10 Jan. 2020.    

 http://undocs.org/en/A/HRC/RES/28/16. 

10 A/HRC/RES/32/13 - E - A/HRC/RES/32/13, 18 July 2016. Accessed 10 Jan. 2020.    

 http://undocs.org/A/HRC/RES/32/13. 

11 “International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.” OHCHR. Accessed 10 Jan. 2020. 

 www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/CCPR.aspx. 

12 “Universal Declaration of Human Rights.” United Nations, United Nations. Accessed 10 Jan. 2020.   

 www.un.org/en/universal-declaration-human-rights/. 

http://undocs.org/A/RES/68/167
http://undocs.org/A/RES/69/166
http://undocs.org/en/A/HRC/RES/28/16
http://undocs.org/A/HRC/RES/32/13
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/CCPR.aspx
http://www.un.org/en/universal-declaration-human-rights/
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Previous Attempts to Solve the Issue: 

UK-US Bilateral Data Agreement: 

Over the month of October new initiatives were launched to ensure cross-Atlantic trade that is obedient 

to all data regulations. In turn this will help tech vendors increase the privacy within their products. The 

solution has been praised by many, but also suffers from harsh criticism. This is due to the fact that this 

initiative will also allow law enforcement to retrieve data directly through companies, whereas it used to be 

necessary to gather information through the government, which can result in a long delay of data transfer. 

Consequently, the agreement will thus drastically accelerate investigations and prosecutions by law 

enforcement. While the intention is clearly directed at stopping internet-driven crime, such as cyberterrorism 

or pedophilia, the variety of other uses have not been defined. This could therefore potentially result in misuse, 

leading to an unjustified breach of private data of certain individuals. Such an initiative could lead to 

misinterpretations of sensible data and therefore lead to a miscarriage of justice.  

 

The GDPR: 

The GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) was implemented on the 25th of May 2018 and was 

created as a guideline of data protection that every organization was to follow. It forced companies throughout 

the entire world to change their unique ways of dealing with data protection no matter the cost. As a result, 

the GDPR now requires the individual’s consent to their information being gathered by third-party companies. 

However, the GDPR has been heavily criticized by many due to its manner of implementation. Predominantly, 

most websites require the individual to simply consent by ticking a checkbox or filling out a form. 

Nonetheless, the problem resides in the fact that not consenting requires the individual to navigate through 

countless privacy settings, rendering the process complicated and time-consuming. As a simple work-around 

it is said that the majority of people simply consent. Critics have therefore defined the GDPR as an instrument 

which merely intents to exploit the impatient human nature therefore not offering any viable solution to the 

issue of data infringement.  

 

Possible Solutions: 

Firstly, it is important to note that in the event that an individual may feel they have had their personal data 

stolen or been subject to some level of data infringement, it should be brought to court to which the person or 
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party can be held accountable. This may prevent further crimes on behalf of the accused. With that, the most 

prominent issue with this form of cybercrime is that it often proves to be hidden, it is undoubtedly a recurring 

issue that an individual will not know their data has been breached, shared or wrongfully used, at least not 

until it is too late. Thus, serious protective installments must be made, a few of which can be read below: 

1. Governmental intervention: The government may be able to provide harsher or more effective anti-

theft of digital data agencies. Such would require greater funding, cooperation with other countries on 

technologies to allow better anti-theft measures, and potentially a new set of regulations with regard 

to personal digital data. The limitation to this is often when a company makes the user sign a terms 

and conditions, which often prevents the or any government to intervene as it is a legal process 

admitted to or agreed to by the individual.  

2. Personal security technology: The individual has the accessibility to several technologies that prevent 

their data being corrupted by wrongful usage. This may prevent several types of breaches, 

infringements and illegal sharing; however, it is unlikely to prevent all due to the numerous methods 

which the infringer or thief has access to. 

3. Establishment of new agencies: specialized global agencies that are not domesticated to a country but 

communicate between several countries, investigating and providing cutting-edge digital data security. 

This may promote international agencies which help with the transparency of cyber world by shining 

a multinational light on it. This may allow faster and more effective investigations which benefit to 

catching the perpetrators. With that, new regulations would need to be made, regulations that all 

countries wishing to partake in the agency will have to comply to. Limitation to such can be seen 

simply by the fact that many countries wish to control their personal digital security. Thus, it would 

prove difficult to establish a global scale of digital security, it may create political tension between 

countries, and it may shove countries into factions due to the significance of the cyber world.  

4. Harshening the punishments of cybercrime, which may lead to decreased cybercrime as the 

perpetrators may be intimidated by said punishments.  

5. The introduction to cyber-based education. That children and adults may be given the opportunity to 

understand the spreading of logged website activity and internet history files, otherwise known as 

cookies. Files which can be used by the websites to for example, created algorithmic based 

advertisements that are created by the user’s activity to target the user. Additionally, teaching children 

how to handle cyberbullying which is also present amongst adults, or teaching children how to properly 

use the internet, thereby avoiding virus, malware, data theft and more.  
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6. Regulation technological companies to avoid such incidents as the earlier mentioned Cambridge 

Analytica scandal.  
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